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Abstract
The article presents the results of research into the use of the differentiation technique of BSSD (Between Satellite
Single Difference) observations for the Iono-Free LC combination (Linear Combination) in the GPS system for the
needs of aircraft positioning. Within the conducted investigations, a positioning algorithm for the BSSD Iono-Free LC
positioning method was presented. In addition, an experimental test was conducted, in which raw observational data
and GPS navigation data were exploited in order to recover the aircraft position. The examination was conducted for
the Cessna 172 and the on-board dual-frequency receiver Topcon HiperPro. The experimental test presents the results
of average errors of determining the position of the Cessna 172 in the XYZ geocentric frame and in the ellipsoidal BLh
frame. Furthermore, the article presents the results of DOP (Dilution of Precision) coefficients, the test of the Chi
square internal reliability test and the HPL and VPL confidence levels in GNSS precision approach (PA) in air
transport. The calculations were performed in the original APS software (APS Aircraft Positioning Software)
developed in the Department of Air Navigation of the Faculty of Aeronautics at the Polish Air Force University.
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1. Introduction
The use of dual-frequency navigation receivers in aviation brings numerous benefits [1],
primarily in terms of widely understood air navigation. First of all, the most important role is to
determine the position of the aircraft in a three-dimensional coordinate frame, usually the
Cartesian XYZ coordinate frame or the ellipsoidal BLh frame. The dual-frequency GNSS receiver
provides the use of code or phase observations on L1 and L2 frequencies in navigation
computations [2]. Therefore, the number of observations used in the computations is two-fold.
Furthermore, dual-frequency observations allow the creation of measurement values referred to as
linear combinations of GNSS observations. In air navigation, code measurements for precise
positioning of aircraft are mainly used. In case of dual-frequency code observations, it is possible
to make a mathematical formulation of the Ion-Free linear combination [3], which is used to
determine the aircraft coordinates. Besides, it is possible to differentiate GNSS observations in the
Iono-Free linear combination. Such a positioning technique is referred to as the BSSD IonoFree LC.
The aim of this article is to make a practical application of the BSSD Iono-Free LC positioning
method in air navigation. The BSSD Iono-Free LC research method has found a practical
application to calculate the aircraft position. The BSSD Iono-Free LC positioning technique may
be widely used in the GPS and GLONASS navigation system in aviation.
2. The mathematical model of the BSSD Iono-Free LC in the GPS system − Research test
The basic observation equation in the BSSD Iono-Free LC positioning technique can be
expressed as below [4]:
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∆P3 = ∆dij − c ⋅ ∆dtsij + ∆Tij + Relij + ∆Mpij ,

(1)

where:
Δ – operator of single difference technique,
P3 – the Iono-Free linear combination for GPS code observations,
∆P=
α1 P1 i + α 2 P2 i − α1 P1 j − α 2 P2 j ,
3
(α1, α2)
(P1, P2)
i
j
d

– linear coefficients,
– code observations at 1st and 2nd frequency in the GPS system,
– index of i-th satellite,
– index of j-th satellite,
– geometric distance between satellite and on-board receiver,

d=

( X − X S ) 2 + (Y − YS ) 2 + ( Z − Z S ) 2 ,

(X, Y, Z) – coordinates of the aircraft in XYZ geocentric frame,
(XS, YS, ZS) – satellite coordinates in GPS system,
c
– speed of light,
dts
– satellite clock bias correction,
Trop
– tropospheric delay,
Rel
– relativistic effect,
Mp
– multipath effect for GPS code observations.
The coordinates of the aircraft from equation (1) are determined by the least squares stochastic
process, including a matrix of weights and average error measurements. The computations of the
aircraft position were made by means of the APS software, developed at the Department of Air
Navigation in Deblin. The APS programme was written in the language environment Scilab 6.0.0
as an “open-source”-type application. The computations exploited real observations and navigation
data from an on-board GPS receiver mounted in a Cessna 172. The Cessna 172 executed a flight
around the aerodrome in Deblin. The receiver recorded dual-frequency GPS code observations
every second. During the calculations in the APS programme in the post-processing, the following
input parameters were set [5]:
– GNSS system: GPS system,
– type of observations: code observations at 1st and 2nd frequency in the GPS system,
– type of RINEX file: 2.10,
– source of satellite ephemeris data: precise ephemeris from the IGS service,
– source of satellite clock data: precise ephemeris from the IGS service,
– method of satellite position computation: 9-degrees Lagrange polynomial,
– method of satellite clock bias computation: 9-degrees Lagrange polynomial,
– effect of Earth rotation and time of pseudorange travelling through atmosphere: applied,
– relativistic effect: applied,
– troposphere source: Simple model,
– receiver clock bias: estimated,
– multipath and measurement noise: not applied,
– satellite and receiver phase centre offset: based on ANTEX file from IGS service,
– Sagnac effect: applied,
– cut-off elevation: 5º,
– a priori standard deviation of pseudorange observations: 1 m,
– positioning mode: kinematic,
– mathematical model of solution: least square estimation in iterative scheme,
– adjustment processing: applied,
– maximum number of iterations in a single measurement epoch: N = 10,
– number of unknown parameters: k = 3 for each measurement epoch,
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

number of observations: n > 3 for each measurement epoch,
interval of computations: 1 s,
initial coordinates of aircraft position: based on header of RINEX file,
time of GPS system: GPS Time,
reference frame: IGS 08,
format of output coordinates geocentric XYZ and ellipsoidal BLh,
local test of residuals: applied,
global statistical test: test Chi square,
significance level: (1 – α) = 0.95,
DOP coefficients: estimated,
coefficients value for HPL and VPL level: kHPL = 6.18 and kVPL = 5.33.

3. Results and discussion
Within the conducted calculations carried out in the APS software, the following output
parameters were specified: average errors of designating the aircraft coordinates in the XYZ
geocentric frame and the ellipsoidal BLh frame, the resultant average error of the MRSE position
in 3D space, the dilution of precision (DOP) coefficients (HDOP, VDOP, GOP, PDOP), the
statistical values of the global Chi square reliability test and the HPL and VPL reliability levels in
air transport.
Figure 1 shows the results of average errors in determining the aircraft coordinates in the
geocentric XYZ frame. The maximum value of the aircraft average position along the X-axis equals
12.8 m, along the Y-axis, it is 4.6 m, and along the Z-axis, it is 13.9 m. It needs to be emphasized
that the usual value of average errors of an aircraft position in the XYZ coordinate frame is
approximately 1.6 m, 0.9 m, 1.9 m, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the results of average errors in determining the aircraft coordinates in the
ellipsoidal BLh frame. The maximum error value of the average position of the aircraft for
the geodetic latitude B is 13.6 m. For the geodetic longitude L, it is 3.6 m, and for the ellipsoidal
height h, it is 13.4 m. It should be stressed that the usual value of mean errors in the aircraft
position in the ellipsoidal BLh frame equals approximately 1.3 m, 0.8 m, 2.1 m.
Figure 3 shows the results of the resultant error MRSE [6] in designating the aircraft
coordinates. The maximum value of the MRSE error in determining the aircraft position is 19.4 m.
It is necessary to emphasize the fact that the average value of the MRSE error in an aircraft
position equals 2.6 m. In addition, the MRSE error in an aircraft position is identical in the XYZ
geocentric frame and in the BLh frame.

Fig. 1. Mean errors of aircraft position in the XYZ geocentric frame
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Fig. 2. Mean errors of aircraft position in the BLh ellipsoidal frame

Fig. 3. Results of the MRSE parameter

Figure 4 shows the results of dilution of precision (DOP) coefficients as HDOP, VDOP,
GDOP, PDOP parameters [7]. The values of the HDOP parameter range from 1.0 to 13.8.
Moreover, the values of the VDOP parameter are expressed by the results ranging from 0.7 to
13.7. The values of the PDOP parameter are expressed by the results ranging from 1.4 to 14.3.
The values of the GDOP parameter range from 1.5 to 14.8. The average values of HDOP, VDOP,
PDOP and GDOP coefficients are 1.4, 1.9, 2.0 and 2.3, respectively.

Fig. 4. Results of DOP coefficients
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Figure 5 shows the results of the statistical Chi-square test at a confidence level of 0.95, and
the number of freedom degrees f = n – k equal to [8]. The values of the PVV variable range from
3.3 to 33.0, respectively. Then, the tabular values of the Chi square test range between 7.8 and
47.4. Based on the obtained findings, the global chi square test was fulfilled at a confidence level
of 0.95. Therefore, the process of adjustment of GPS observations was executed properly.

Fig. 5. Results of Chi square test

Figure 6 presents the results of the HPL and VPL reliability levels [9] obtained in the BSSD
Iono-Free LC positioning method. The maximum findings of the HPL parameter equal up to
86.6 m, and for the VPL parameter, they are equal to 71.4 m. Besides, the mean value of the HPL
parameter is equal to 9.5 m, while of the VPL parameter, it is equal to 11.1 m, respectively.
In accordance with the ICAO requirements, the HPL values in PA must range from 40 m to 50 m
(the so-called HAL critical alert) [10]. Apart from the results in the initial 10 measurement epochs,
the HPL values are lower than the critical HAL level. Besides, in compliance with the ICAO
requirements, the VPL values in (PA) precision approach must be between 10 m and 20 m (the socalled VAL critical alert [10]. Apart from the results of the initial 20 measurement epochs, the
VPL values are lower than the critical VAL level.

Fig. 6. Results of integrity for HPL and VPL terms

Figure 7 shows the number of GPS satellites used in the computations within the BSSD IonoFree LC method. The number of GPS satellites varies from 4 to 9 during the research test.
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In addition, the average number of GPS satellites during the experimental test equalled 8. The
integrity of tracking satellites in the GPS constellation was maintained, which is extremely crucial
in air navigation.

Fig. 7. Total number of GPS satellites in the flight test

4. Conclusions
The article publishes the research results of the BSSD Iono-Free LC method for dual-frequency
GPS code observations in aeronautical applications. The computations exploited real observation
and navigation GPS data from an on-board GNSS receiver mounted in the Cessna 172. All the
simulations and computations were made in the APS special software, developed by researchers in
the Department of Air Navigation of the Aeronautics Faculty of the Polish Air Force University.
The authors of the paper presented the following parameters: mean errors of designating the
aircraft coordinates in the XYZ geocentric frame and the ellipsoidal BLh frame, the resultant mean
error of the MRSE position in 3D space, the dilution of precision coefficients DOP (HDOP,
VDOP, GOP, PDOP), the statistical values of the global Chi square test and the HPL and VPL
reliability levels in air transport. On the basis on the obtained results of the investigations, it was
found that:
– the mean errors of determining the aircraft coordinates do not exceed 14 m,
– the statistical Chi square test at a confidence level of 0.95 was met,
– the average values of DOP coefficients are lower than 2.3,
– the average values of the HPL/VPL reliability levels do not exceed 12 m.
The method of research presented in this paper finds a practical application in aircraft precise
positioning. Thus, the test results for this method are interesting from the standpoint of the
implementation of the GNSS satellite technology in aviation. The described research method may
be used in the GPS, GLONASS and GPS/GLONASS navigation solutions.
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